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Post Angkor Ascension 2012 Interview
Victor Singh
What was the most significant part of the Angkor Wat experience for you personally?
I am the organizer of the Angkor 2012 Ascension Retreat so this is the most significant
part for me—to make the tour happen. It was something that I needed to do, but I could
not understand the reason why earlier. Later I found that I have many lifetimes in Angkor and longer back to the creation process of the Earth over 6 billions years ago.
Everyday during the tour is significant to me too. It was a wonderful experience sharing
time with all these beautiful people. It was also very great experience to be able to join
our hands and help with the shift for our Mother Earth.
How do you feel that experience affected the group, the local community and do
you feel it did in fact have a global and universal effect?
I feel that the experience affect people on a larger scale. It creates a group consciousness and promotes spiritual awareness among people around the world. People are
more inclined to seek for meaning of life and start searching for something different. I
have seen many people start questioning their religious practices and any superstitious
rituals. I have seen people feel that they need a change in life and cannot bear following
anything but their hearts. I have seen people starts shifting more towards spiritual practices or global awareness to help and to share.
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After your experiences, what does the future hold for you? Does it change the
way you view yourself/humanity/ your responsibility as a light worker?
This tour makes me realized many things on my personal soul journey. Organizing this
tour also teaches me to focus on what I need and my heart rather than my ego. It did
change my life for the better. After my experience at this tour, I realized what I needed
to do here in this life—to help and assist lifting up Earth’s vibration, energy, its living
spirits, and the spirits who live in it.
Apart from a great spiritual impact this experience had are there any emotional
mental and physical experiences you would like to share?
Emotionally and mentally the experiences opened my heart a lot more. I am more willing to accept my soul journey and what is coming up for me. It clears a lot of fear and
doubt about my own ability to help and fulfill my soul contract in this lifetime. It gives me
a sense of responsibility and duty to do here on Earth and I am willing to commit to it.
What can you suggest people can do for their part in helping today and for the future?
Have a compassionate heart. Understand that we are her to learn and grow, and at the
same time to help other people do the same in return. We are not here merely to find
physical happiness, but to find spiritual happiness too. One of the simple wisdom is to
understand that material things come and go in life, but love and compassion will always keep your heart fulfilled and to have that sense of contentment while you still have
a body here on Earth.
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